2017 Instructional Material Summer Review Institute
Grade K-12: Health and Physical Education

Review Team Appraisal of Title – K-12 Health and Physical Education
This information is provided for local school boards and governing authorities of charter schools to consider in their
selection process to meet the needs of their student population.
Text Title:
Course:
SE ISBN:
SW ISBN:

Glencoe Health
Health
978-0-02135-292-0
N/A

Publisher:
Grade Level:
TE ISBN:

McGraw-Hill
9-12
978-0-02145-054-1

SECTION 1 – NM Content Standards, Benchmarks and Performance Standards
Reviewer # and Section 1 Total: 1. #1 TOTAL 314
2. #2 TOTAL311 3. #3 TOTAL 317
Average Score: 314
Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 1:
 Highest Level thinking skills evident throughout text in activities
 Technology integration and hands on learning was varied and widely used
 Activities aligned well with National and State standards with National standards listed as a resource in each
chapter
 The text provides opportunities to access the vocabulary through different modalities
 Over-arching unit projects get teens thinking about their involvement in the community
 Students have opportunities to create: blogs, webpages, pamphlets, posters, PSA’s, skits/raps/songs, brochures,
fliers, videos, among many other things

Guidance for completing this section:
1. Focus on the NM Content Standards and Benchmarks assessed in Section 1
2. Ensure that the narrative is consistent with the individual and average score for Section 1. That is, if the score are in
the 90% range, you should not be focusing on how the text does not meet common core standards.
SECTION 2.A Publisher’s Criteria
Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 2.A:
 Student equity was addressed in a superior fashion by labeling the lessons throughout the text with the ideal
audience for each activity.
 Teacher edition has differentiated instruction tools and cultural awareness pieces in each lesson
 Critical thinking and cooperative learning activities were included in every lesson
 Wide variety of summative and formative assessments

SECTION 2.B Student/Teacher Edition Criteria
Review Team Assessment of material’s compliance with Section 2.B:
 The materials have a variety of people and cultures represented in all the graphics.
 Diversity was embraced throughout the textbook with a cultural awareness activity available for every lesson
 Lesson introductions were given and comprehension questions were focused and thought provoking in every
lesson
 The teacher edition provides real life issues, active learning, health skills practice, critical thinking, writing support,
health literacy and ELL support in every lesson , as well as opportunities for Gifted Enrichment

Reviewer # and Section 2 Total:
Average Score: 31.5

1. #1 TOTAL 33

2. #2 TOTAL 33

3. #3 TOTAL 28.5

Reviewer Comments
Reviewer #: 1

Reviewer Background: : Teacher for 24 years- Endorsed in Language Arts, Health, PE, TESOL,
Psychology K-12 Comments: Publisher offers a wide variety of activities that
engage students to critically think and apply new information. Formative assessments are within activities as well as
throughout chapters to guide instruction and assess comprehension. Teacher edition provides letter icons to help navigate
strategies.
Reviewer #: 2
Reviewer Background: Teacher for 15 years, Level 3; K-8 License with endorsements in PE and
Health; 7-12 License with endorsements in PE, Health and Science
Comments: This book might possibly have everything
a teacher is looking for in a text for their classroom! The activities are engaging and offer a wide variety of modalities.
Multiple learning styles are evident and addressed through activities and opportunities for students. This text gets them
thinking about themselves outside of the classroom and about their community around them, encouraging them to get
involved. Activities even ask kids to take what they are doing in class and sharing it with those outside of their classroom
walls. A note: if you are wanting to take a further look at Human Sexuality, LGBTQ issues, and contraception, you will need
to use the Human Sexuality supplement, which has lots of great information in.

Reviewer #: 3
Reviewer Background: Teacher for 5 years, Level 2 Endorsed in Family and Consumer Sciences,
Health, Vocational Technical 800 level II Licensure Comments: This book has a large amount of resources and activities
for teachers. The content in the book was free of biases and was culturally diverse. This book was very through and was user
friendly for teachers and students. Projects, research and technology integration assignments were throughout the
textbook. Most of the activities suggested in the lessons were high level thought provoking assignments.

